
AMALFI JETS

The Amalfi One Corporate 
Private Jet Card Program



Adding to your world, one flight at a time.



Amalfi Jets Overview
Amalfi Jets is the leader in global private jet charter and jet card
memberships. With the trusted Amalfi Aircraft Network™, we're proud
to offer our clients direct access to over 3,500 aircraft across 170+
countries. 

No matter where your travel takes you, be able to rely on consistent
quality and aircraft safety standards. We frequently review the aircraft
within our network to ensure they maintain our standards for
cleanliness, quality, and safety.

Amalfi Jets is proud to highlight safety as one of our pillars. Through
our stringent Amalfi Network, we've hand picked the world's finest
operators, aircraft, and crew. We require each Operator to meet all FAA
Part 135 requirements and hold additional third party safety
accreditation from the following business aviation safety auditing
firms ARGUS, Wyvern, and IS-BAO.

Arranging private jet travel can be complex and time consuming. In
order to make your life easier, we handle the entire process. Our team
understands that last minute changes happen and we will always do
everything we can in order to assist with those changes.

On all Amalfi Jets flights clients receive all standard Amalfi Jets
Services, including:

Black Car Service 
On every Amalfi Jets' flight we offer complimentary Black Car Service
in our trusted SUV vendors for all passengers. We'll pick you up from
your house, take you directly to the aircraft, and once you land you'll
have a car waiting to take you all the way to your final destination.

Premium Onboard Cuisine
Through our refined cuisine partners around the world, we're pleased
to offer a carefully crafted menu on each flight, depending on the
region and your particular tastes and requests. Imported alcohol and
spirts accompany our pristine cuisine onboard.

Departure Airport Representatives
We like to put a face to the name, which is why we have a team of
Amalfi Departure Representatives strategically based around the
world to fly out and meet, greet, and escort our valued clients onboard
their flight. Our Amalfi Representatives allow us to ensure the entire
experience is exactly to your liking, backed by our Global Operations
Team watching over the trip.



Be in two places at once...

Start your day with your first meeting of the day in
San Francisco, prep with your team on the way to a
luncheon in Salt Lake City, and be home in time for
dinner in Chicago. 

Time-Saving 
Arrive at the aircraft and take off on your own
schedule. This allows executives to focus on their
work and reach their destinations faster.

Flexibility and Convenience
Amalfi Jets provide unparalleled flexibility. Bypassing
the hassle of traveling in and out of commercial hubs.
Plan departure times around your busy schedule.

Enhanced Productivity 
Private jets offer a conducive environment for
productivity. Allowing you to hold meetings,
collaborate, and discuss sensitive business matters
while traveling from one meeting to another. 

Privacy and Confidentiality 
Flying private ensures a high level of privacy and
confidentiality. You can control who is on the flight
with you, reducing the chances of sensitive
information being exposed.



Minimum deposit to join of $50,000 USD.

No Membership fees, annual fees, or initiation
fees.

The Corporate Card allows an initial deposit
to be split up and allocated for multiple
authorized users.

Within one company, multiple authorized
users can be present on the account with
multiple aircraft being able to be used at a
time.

Allows ease of invoicing, reporting, and
transparent economics.

The Corporate Version of the Amalfi One Jet
Card is for the Company that travels
frequently and appreciates the ability to
utilize an entire fleet of aircraft across the
world.

The Amalfi One Corporate Jet
Card Program



Complimentary black car service 

An Amalfi Representative at every departure airport 

Complimentary premium onboard cuisine

24/7 concierge team

Complimentary upgrades when available

Guaranteed aircraft availability in our 23-country
primary service area.

Unmatched personal touch 

The Amalfi Jets Experience
Cardholders receive the following on every flight



Global Reach Within Your Pocket

Amalfi One Cardholders enjoy unparalleled
access in the following countries. 

Australia, Austria, Bahrain, Belgium, Canada,
Denmark, France, Germany, Ireland, Israel,
Italy, Luxembourg, Malta, Netherlands, New
Zealand, Portugal, Qatar, South Africa, Spain,
Switzerland, United Arab Emirates, United
Kingdom, and the United States of America. 
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Capital Light 

Fixed Hourly Rates

Adaptable Payment
Terms

Guaranteed
Availability

Global Access 

Multiple Aircraft
Usage

24/7 Concierge
Team 

In Person
Representative

Black Car Service

Member Benefits 

Other Jet Cards
On-Demand

Charter
Amalfi One

Jet Card 



5 Aircraft Categories, Infinite Possibilities
All hourly rates are already inclusive of the 7.5% Federal Excise Tax and all other fees.

Light Jets

Midsize Jets

Super Midsize Jets

Heavy Jets

Ultra Long Haul JetsUp to 7,500 NM

Up to 4,500 NM

Up to 3,200 NM

Up to 2,200 NM

Up to 1,600 NM

*These are the maximum passengers allowed during normal booking periods. Passenger count will be on a case by case depending on factors such as weight, weather, airports, runway length. The
final decision will lay with the Operator and not Amalfi Jets.

Some aircraft include: Global Express/XRS/5000/6000/7500, Gulfstream GV/G500/G500/G650ER, Falcon 7X

Some aircraft include: Embraer Phenom 300 ,
Cessna Citation CJ3,  Beechcraft Hawker
400XP

Some aircraft include: Cessna Citation XLS, Hawker 700/800/900
Series, Learjet 40/45/55/60/70/75, Gulfstream G100/G150

Some aircraft include: Challenger 300/350, Cessna Latitude/Longitude/Sovereign/X,
Bombardier Challenger 350, Embraer Legacy 400/500,  Embraer Praetor 500/600

Some aircraft include: Gulfstream G-IV/SP/G450/G400, Falcon 900/2000/EX, Bombardier Challenger 600 Series,  Legacy
600

Hourly Rate: $16,500 USD
Max Passengers 14*

Hourly Rate: $13,500 USD
Max Passengers 12*

Hourly Rate: $11,500 USD
Max Passengers 9*

Hourly Rate: $9,500 USD
Max Passengers 8*

Hourly Rate: $7,500 USD
Max Passengers 6*



Refined
Aircraft

In order for an aircraft to be able to fly our clients, we 
require that it meets our interior quality and
cleanliness standards. Our team physical inspects
each aircraft prior to our clients stepping onboard to
ensure adherence to these strict standards. When
flying with Amalfi Jets, you can expect refined
interior leather, specialized wood trim, and interior
refurbishments in the previous few years.



Cardholder Benefits



Refined Experiences & Elegance

Amalfi One Cardholders gain access to some of the
world's most refined experiences. Our global 5-star
partners extend well beyond the United States and
beyond typical hospitality accommodations.
Members enjoy exclusive access and hand-crafted
experiences where ever their travel takes them.

Providing elegance beyond the aircraft is another
area our team excels at. Through our 24/7 Global
Customer Team, we work around the clock to
ensure every trip provides newfound experiences
and stories.



Concierge Team

Joining the Amalfi One Jet Card Program is joining
a newfound lifestyle. All of our Cardholders receive
access to our in-house dedicated Member concierge 
team. This highly trained group of individuals is there
to assist with every aspect of your life. Our Concierge
Team can assist with restaurant reservations, hotel
bookings, and other handcrafted experiences. We
await your call. It's our pleasure to serve you.





Call, Email, Visit

+1 (424) 672-3900

one@amalfijets.com

amalfijets.com

Amalfi Jets Inc. is a Part 295 Air Charter Broker. Amalfi Jets does not own or operate any aircraft. All flights are operated by FAA Certified Part 135 Air Carriers or the Foreign Equivalent. The Amalfi One Jet Card and the Amalfi Reserve Membership are programs
of  Amalfi Jets Inc.  Amalfi Jets Inc. acts as a broker on behalf of the Cardholder and Member who is the "Charterer". All flights are sourced through the Amalfi Jets Aircraft Network.

2023 Amalfi Jets Inc. All rights reserved.

30851 Agoura Rd Suite 305 Agoura Hills, CA 91361

AMALFI JETS


